Making models based on patient data is an obvious application for rapid prototyping technology.
INTRODUCTION
Medical models are often produced from application of Rapid Prototyping (RP) technology. Also referred to as layer-based manufacture or solid freeform fabrication, RP is the process of conversion from 3D Computer Aided Design (CAD) virtual models into physical models without the need for specialised tooling or fixtures. This is done by breaking the 3D computer model into a series of slices of a finite thickness. An RP machine fabricates each of these slices in turn and joins them together to form the complete model. Obviously the model is an approximation whose accuracy is determined by process parameters like the value of each layer thickness.
Medical models are sourced from individual patient data for medical applications. These models (sometimes referred to as stereomodels 1 A typical procedure for generating stereomodels can be seen in fig 1. Model data is normally captured using CT or MRI technology. The data here is normally presented in a slice format, showing cross-sections of the patient, with brighter areas representing denser, bony tissue or regions of similar material. To generate the reconstructed virtual model the patient image data must be processed to identify and extract the relevant materials corresponding to the region of interest. The contours for each slice are interpolated to form a completed 3D image. As well as patient data, models may also be processed using 3D CAD to incorporate other objects, like implants. 3D CAD may also be used to produce patterns for making fixtures or templates. Once the virtual model has been completed, the data is translated into a format (STL) that can be understood by all RP machines for fabrication. The use of RP to create models for medical applications is a powerful and emotive subject, with many well-publicised examples. Perhaps the most well-known examples are in cases of conjoined twins 3 . These are amongst the most difficult and complex surgical procedures that surgeons have ever dared conduct. These procedures involve large teams of specialists who use models in numerous stages of the planning.
Since 3D medical data is often generated in slices and RP models create models from slices, this is an obvious application area. However, though there are numerous examples, the use of medical models is perhaps not as widely used as one would expect. This paper sets out to address this issue by describing example work carried out at The University of Hong Kong. It will also discuss some of the issues surrounding the use of RP for medical applications with an aim to distinguish it from industrial applications, thus showing that the development of this area requires special attention.
. 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MEDICAL MODELS
Although there is no doubt that medical models are useful aids to solving complex surgical problems, there are numerous deficiencies in the RP technology used to generate the models. Part of the reason for this is because RP equipment was originally designed to solve problems in the more widespread area of manufactured product development and not specifically to solve medical problems.
Development of the technology has therefore focused on improvements to suit manufacturers rather than surgeons. Key issues that change this perspective include: --Speed: RP models can often take a day or even longer to create. The data preparation can in fact take even longer. This means medical models can only be included in surgical procedures that require long-term planning and cannot be used for example as aids for emergency operations.
-Cost: Using RP models to solve manufacturing problems can help save millions of dollars for high-volume production. In comparison, medical models optimize surgeon's planning time and improve quality and efficiency. These issues are more difficult to quantify in terms of cost, but it is clear that only the more complex cases can justify the expense of the models.
-Accuracy: Many RP processes are being improved to create more accurate components. However, medical applications currently do not require such high accuracy because the data from the 3D imaging systems are considerably less accurate than the RP machines they feed into.
-Materials: Only a few RP materials are classified as safe for transport into the operating theatre and none are currently capable of being placed inside the body. This limits the range of applications for models.
-Ease of use: RP machines generally require a degree of technical expertise in order to achieve good quality models. This is particularly true of the larger, more complex and more versatile machines, which are also not particularly well suited to medical laboratory environments. Coupled with the software skills required for data preparation, this implies a significant training investment for any medical establishment wishing to use the technology.
It should also be noted that there are a number of different RP technologies available for the fabrication of medical models. Each machine varies according to the factors mentioned above (speed, accuracy, cost, ease of use, and range of materials). It is therefore important to study the application of RP technology for fabrication of medical models in order to determine which machines are most suitable for medical use.
CASES
There follows a number of example applications that can serve to illustrate the benefit RP can èmes Assises Européennes 
Case 1 -Oral & Maxillofacial surgery
Oral and Maxillofacial surgery is a key user of medical models for two basic reasons. The first reason is that the skull has a highly complex structure and associated surgical procedures require significant levels of planning. The second reason is that it is very important for the surgeons to achieve the highest quality cosmetic appearance. Any system that provides improvements in these areas is therefore going to be well received.
The cases in The University of Hong Kong have generally involved the use of distraction devices or titanium mesh implants to correct malformation of the maxilla or related bones Surgeons here have used medical models for nearly 100 cases to date. As part of a mechanical study to support the experiences of the surgeons who have used these medical models, a number of interesting points were found: --Accuracy tests showed that some model features may be as much as 15% away from models made from the same data using different processes. The processes tested were FDM, SLA, and 3D
Printing (ZCorp). By using the same model data we were able to eliminate errors resulting from the scanning process. There are a number of potential reasons for the inaccuracies. -Distortion over time is not a critical issue with organically shaped models. However, reduction in mechanical strength is. SLA epoxy resin models are particularly susceptible to this. Some models exhibited only 25% of the original tensile strength after 2 years. This is longer than a surgeon would normally need to keep a model, but the same model may be referred to on numerous occasions over a period of months. During this time, it should remain intact.
-Brittle fracture of the model surface can be a problem when using models for procedure planning of cases that require distraction osteogenesis (see fig 3) . In such cases distractors are fixed to the bone sites using small titanium screws. Screw pull-out tests using dog-bone specimens showed that FDM ABS material is well suited to this kind of model for planning surgery. The plastic behaviour of the material provides a stable screw fixation site. However, the poor surface roughness can make it difficult to locate the shorter, 4mm long, screws.
Fig 3: Distraction osteogenesis planning

Case 2 -Development of an artificial finger joint and other orthopaedic applications
Researchers in the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery have been developing a new kind of artificial finger joint 4 . This design is based on a generalized version of the original anatomic shape of the human finger. Medical models were used in various stages of the joint development process. Early prototype designs with different functional elements were evaluated at the preliminary design stage.
Once a design was chosen, master patterns were created using SLS for BeCu moulding of ceramic parts using the ceramic injection moulding process. Other materials and manufacturing processes were considered and the final choice was to make the parts in Cobalt Chromium (Fig. 4a) . For a project like this, consideration of the surgical procedure is critical and RP models of bones and the finger joints were also created to test the surgical tools and techniques (Figs 4b&c). -A project to design an improved implant for hip repair surgery of patients with severe osteoporosis.
Case 3 -Forensic pathology
Fig 5 shows a test example of medical models used to create skull replicas 5 . Fortunately it is a rare event, but sometimes authorities find a buried skull with all soft tissue too decayed to identify the individual. There are a small number of forensic pathologists who can use the model as a basis for reconstructing the possible face. By applying rules associated with the amount of muscle and soft tissue based on the individual's age, sex, height, weight, ethnic background, etc., a reconstruction can be made. However, these rules are far from precise and the expertise and skill of the pathologist is very subjective. The models described in the figure were used as part of a test to obtain some measure of accuracy for this process. They are of a live subject who can be compared against the models created by the experts. Thus far the results have yet to be published.
However, the approach is one of a number of potential uses of medical models in forensic pathology. Since many of the cases result in court trials, models can be a very effective way of illustrating complex issues to a jury. Measurements of a knife wound can for example be analyzed and the shape of the knife can often be determined. Generating a 3D model of the knife cavity can be a way of comparing with a suspect weapon. The final case of tissue engineering is a medical example of rapid manufacture and therefore can be the most cost productive application, explaining why there are so many researchers investigating it.
DISCUSSION
There is however far to go before we can match the reproductive and restorative capacity of a healthy human body.
CONCLUSIONS
This is a fascinating and highly rewarding application field for RP. It is not surprising why so many researchers and practitioners are applying the technology to solve medical problems. However, as with every technology, there is a cost compromise that must be made even though there are many emotive issues that can justify spending the time resources of professionals working in this area. The technology however cannot be applied to every case even though it can improve the quality of treatment. We must therefore continue to strive for ways in which to reduce the overall cost of producing and running RP technology.
